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Short Vocabulary:

AGS =Absolute Good Spirits
Ahn Shi Il = 8th Day Pledge

CSG = Cheon Seong Gyeong, Holy Textbook
PHG = Pyeong Hwa Gyeong, Peace Messages
CBG = Cham Bumo Gyeong, Holy Textbook

CIG  = Cheon Il Guk, Two persons become one, KoH
CSW =Cheonji Sunhak Won (Museum)
CP   = Cheong Pyeong, Spir. training ground Korea
DP   = Divine Principle, v1973 
EDP = Divine Principle, v1996
ODP = Original Divine Principle, 2008
HDH = Hon Dok Hae; Holy Reading and Learning
Contin…



Short Vocabulary:

KoH = Kingdom of Heaven 
LSA = Lord of Second Advent
OT   = Old Testament
NT   = New Testament
CT   = Completed Testament
PHG = Pyeonghwa Gyeong (Peace Messages)
TF   = True Father, SMM = Sun Myung Moon
TM  =  True Mother, Hak Ja Han Moon
TTM = Textbook and Teaching Material
UC  = Unification Church
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•  That numbers have a methaphysical existence 
    is not new and was accepted by the Pythagoreans
    of anceint Greece, who said that numbers were 
    the first principle of all things.

•  In the Bible we see that God is the first principle
   of all numbers

•  The Bible emphacis 40 on many occasions,
    Jesus fasting in the desert, and 40 Day Resurrection
    Noah - 40 day flood 
    Moses' 40-day fast
    A separation period from satan

Background



•  The Future God – by Brother Dagfinn Åslid 70s.

   We do not drift through history with our backs to 
   the future and our gaze returning ever and again 
   to the origin, but we stride confidently towards 
   the promised future. 

   It is not the primeval ancients who are near the 
   truth and dwell nearer the gods, but it is to future 
   generations that the promises are given in order 
   that they may see the fulfilment.

Background



    This quote from Moltmann's Theology of Hope 
    is a good illustration of the Unification attitude 
    towards the future; one might say that the future, 
    rather than being an object of speculation and 
    foretelling, 
    is "that toward which we confidently stride." 

    But neither can it be said that the past is totally 
    ignored, for without it we should be unable to 
    act as hosts for the future and such is our 
    eschatological task.

Background



Sung Han Lee: 1of4
“If the providential persons fulfil their portions 
of responsibility, through their own wisdom and 
effort, in accordance with God's will, the providence 
moves to a new stage. 

If, however, those persons do not fulfil their 
portions of responsibility, the providence centered 
on them ends in failure and comes to be prolonged. 

After a certain numerological period of time, 
a new person is called to carry out the same 
providence.”

Background



Sung Han Lee : 2of4

“To establish the foundation of faith means that 
the people must meet a leader (central figure) 
chosen by God and must fulfil a certain conditional 
object, centering on that leader, 
during a specified numerological period of indemnity 
for faith. 

Establishing the foundation of substance means 
that the people obediently follows the leader 
chosen by God.”

Background



Sung Han Lee : 3of4

“In order to restore the four-position base, 
God first conducted a symbolic, conditional 
providence, the goal of which was to establish 
a period with a duration signified by the number four. 

This is called the Law of the Restoration of 
the Number Four. 
The restoration of the number four was a condition 
of indemnity to restore the family four- position base 
numerologically. 

Background



Sung Han Lee : 4of4

“The Law of Synchronous Providence is a law 
under which a providence conducted in a certain 
period in the past is repeated at a later period. 

Such two providential periods, which are in the 
relationship of time-identity, display similar aspects 
in terms of central figures, main events, 
numerological time periods, etc. 

Background



THE MATHEMATICAL PERIOD OF INDEMNITY
 TO RESTORE THE FOUNDATION OF FAITH

In order for the central figure, who is to set up faith, 
to restore the foundation of faith, he must restore 
the mathematical period of indemnity for it. 

Let us here study the reason for this.

DP73



Adam and Eve, who were in the period of 
immaturity, also continued their existence by 
establishing the four position foundation. 

DP73



Adam and Eve, who were in the period of 
immaturity, also continued their existence by 
establishing the four position foundation. 

Meanwhile, this four position foundation, 
with each position undergoing three stages 
of growth, producing the total number "12", 
would altogether fulfil 12 objective purposes. 
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Adam and Eve, who were in the period of 
immaturity, also continued their existence by 
establishing the four position foundation. 

Meanwhile, this four position foundation, 
with each position undergoing three stages 
of growth, producing the total number "12", 
would altogether fulfil 12 objective purposes. 

Accordingly, the period of growth, which was 
the period for Adam's establishing the 
foundation of faith, was truly the period
for the completion of the number "12".
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•  120-year period of Noah's building the ark

•  120-year restoration of Canaan,

•  120 years from Abraham to Jakob

•  120 years of the United Kingdom 

•  120 years of the Christian Kingdom 

DP73



•  A & E were supposed to complete the four 
   position foundation, (but failed - Fell).

• The central figure to restore this through 
   indemnity, cannot establish the foundation 
   of substance to restore the substantial being 
   having perfected the number "4", 
   unless he can restore through indemnity the 
   foundation of faith by setting up the indemnity 
   period to restore the number "4".
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• 40-day judgment concerning Noah's ark

• Moses' 40-day fast

• 40-day period of spying in Canaan

• 40-day fast and 40-day resurrection of Jesus
   
   were all periods of indemnity for the restoration 
   of the number "4", to restore the foundation 
   of faith.

DP73



The period of growth is also the period for
 
 the perfection of the number "21“

 the perfection of the number “40“

DP73





“And in the Spirit he carried me away to a
great, high mountain, and showed me 
the holy city of Jerusalem coming down 
out of heaven from God, 
having the glory of God, 
its radiance like a most rare jewel, 
like a jasper, clear as crystal. 



It had a great, high wall, with twelve gates, 
and at the gates twelve angels, and on the 
gates the names of the twelve tribes of the 
sons of Israel were inscribed, 
on the east three gates, on the north three gates, 
on the south three gates, and on the west three 
gates. 



And the wall of the city had twelve foundations, 
and on them the twelve names of the twelve 
apostles of the Lamb. . . . 
And the twelve gates were twelve pearls, 
each of the gates made of a single pearl, 
and the street of the city was pure gold, 
transparent as glass.

                                  /Revelation 21:10-14,21





Without bringing 12, 72, and finally 84 people, 
there is no way for you to indemnify Jesus' mission. 

Those 84 followers would have formed Jesus' clan. 

If Jesus had had 12 disciples, the 72 elders would 
have united to support him, 
surrounding and  protecting him, 
and then he never would have  been killed.



The only way to indemnify that is through 
home church. 

You must have 84 people as your individual 
foundation. 

In the family unit, you can do anything through 
home church. 



You could even work up as far as the number 120,
the number of followers Jesus gathered after 
his resurrection. 

This number can represent all the nations, 
as well as all angles in every direction (3x120=360º). 

Here in the world, all the numbers from one to ten 
and 12 to 21 are crucial numbers which are all 
contained in the number 120. 

So 120 is a must for every person.
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The number one represents God. 

                         /SMM 4 Oct 1976
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1. Separate from Satan
    Restore the Faith of A&E

2. Dominate Satan = Restore 4 fallen natures



All created beings in this world exist in pairs 
Based on the ideal of reciprocity.
That is why the number two is so necesarry,
from the smallest being to the greatest.

In human beings, 
an individuals mind and body must become one.
Then husband and wife has to become one, 

And then the spirit world and the physical have to
become one.                             /p. 687 CSG Book 7 of 12

Cheon Il Guk = Two persons become one. KoH
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A. The Invisible Substantial World
     and the Visible Substantial World

HS

SS

body

mind

God

invisible substantial 
world
(spirit world) - 
subject

visible substantial 
world -
(physical world)  
object

– perceived through
   5 spiritual senses

– perceived through
   5 physical senses

Humans



B. The mediator and the center of harmony
    of the cosmos

spirit
world

physical
world

spirit
self

physical
self



Yin

Yang

Yin

Yang
From Spirit 
World/Body

From Natural 
World

•  You should know that you are like two people in one. 

•  Your inner man is like a mirror, clean and bright.

•  When the inner and external men are perfectly 
                    aligned you feel joy and power. 
            This is happening every day within you. 

 Reincarnation untrue - but explained as Returning Spirits! 

From 
Physical 
Body

Yang =
is provided

Yin =
requires effort



Harmony between Spirit and Physical Worlds
based on Families
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                                    Divine Principle

4.2 The Trinity

Originally, God's purpose for creating Adam and Eve was 
to form a trinity by raising them to be the True Parents 
of humankind united in harmonious oneness as husband 
and wife centered on God in a four position foundation

3



                                    Divine Principle

5.2.1 The Three Ordered Stages of the Growing Period

The universe unfolds and manifests God's original internal 
nature and original external form based on mathematical 
principles. 
Hence, we can infer that one aspect of God's nature is 
mathematical. 
God is the one absolute reality in whom the dual 
characteristics interact in harmony; 
therefore, He is a Being of the number three. 

All created beings, having been conceived in the likeness 
of God, manifest their existence, movement and growth 
through a course of three stages.

3



                                    Divine Principle

5.2.1 The Three Ordered Stages of the Growing Period

It is like what is needed for something to stand firm: 
it must be supported by at least three points. 

Accordingly, everything reaches perfection by passing 
through three ordered stages of growth: 
the formation stage, 
the growth stage and 
the completion stage.

/end of quote

3



•  3 x 7 =  21  
•  3 times 7-year courses

•  1960 start of New Mankind
•  1960-67, 68-74, 75-82

3



You must restore the three archangels and 
the eight family members who stood before Adam.
 
By establishing three central children, that is, 
three spiritual children, when they marry this 
makes a total of eight family members. 

3



You must go before Heaven, bringing these 
three archangels. That is why I first designated 
three sons and three daughters, the first three 
of the 36 Couples, and betrothed them before 
holding my own Holy Wedding. 

This was all done according to the Principle… 
                                           (126-49, 1983.4.10)
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There were 10 generations from Adam to Noah, 
and 10 generations from Noah to Abraham, 
plus Isaac and Jacob making the 10 number 
the same as the 12 number, the symbol of perfection. 

The number 12 is derived from the multiple of 
3 - the Heavenly Number 
times 4 - the Earth Number), 
3 x 4 = 12; therefore, 

           12 is the symbol of a complete number. 

3



Family doesn't mean just a couple. 
You must also have children. 
In other words, children in faith. 

You must lead at least three sons to God who will be 
your children in faith. 
You must take your children with you to enter heaven. 

This is three persons each year, or 120 persons in 40 years. 
If you can't take 120 people with you, take at least three people. 

1-1-1 motto "If we cannot achieve 1-1-1, can we still say that we will bear the 
historical responsibility? Think deeply about this. If you had as intense a sense 
of responsibility and emergency as I do then you would witness even 1-1-10
                      
           /SMM HOW TO WITNESS: TO STATE LEADERS April 1, 1977 
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•  3 = 3-stage action number
•  Formation, Growth, Completion

 God is a being of the number "three", and all things 
created in His image and likeness present themselves 
through courses in the number three, either in their 
aspect of existence, their movement, or their process of 
growth. 

3



•  3 = 3-stage action number
•  Formation, Growth, Completion

Therefore, to fulfill the purpose of creation by establishing 
the four position foundation and performing circular 
movement, they must pass three points, 
by fulfilling the three objective purposes according to the 
three-stage action of origin, division and union. 
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•  3 = 3-stage action number
•  Formation, Growth, Completion

Meanwhile the providence of restoring the purpose of 
creation is that of recreation through the Word, so it may be 
prolonged to as many as three stages in the prolongation 
of the providence of restoration, according to the principle of 
creation.        /DP 73
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Adam had three sons with whom God operated his 
dispensation of restoration; Noah had three sons; and so 
did Jesus. He had three disciples whom he took with him 
always. Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob - three generations - 
fulfilled God's will. Adam, Jesus and the Lord of the 
Second Advent fulfilled God's will. All these have the same 
significance. 

Because of this principle, we too must have three sons.
    
                                                             /SMM 1965
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•  We have Trinities in UC

•  Matthew 18:20 (King James Version)
   For where two or three are gathered together in my   
   name, there am I in the midst of them.
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Bible Trinity (Father, Son and Holy Spirit)

3 major disciples of Jesus
3 temptations of Jesus
3 prayers at Gethsemane
3 denials of Peter
3 days in the tomb before the resurrection 

of Jesus

3 decades of private life followed by
3 years of public ministry in Jesus’ life

3 kinds of offerings by Abraham

3 decks of Noah’s ark
3 flights of doves from the ark

3 archangels

3



The Heavenly Law, symbolized by the number "3" 
used throughout history.

Adam - Cain, Able, Seth --- 
Noah (father of mankind) - Shem, Ham, Japheth – 
Noah (father of faith) --- 
Abraham, Isaac, JacobMoses – 
King Saul, King David, King Solomon (ideal of temple) --- 
Isaiah - Jeremiah, Ezediel, Daniel (prophets) --- 
Jesus - Peter, James, JohnGod - 1st, 2nd, 3rd Adam

3



 Adam . . Jesus . . Second Coming – 
3 stages to accomplish perfection of mankind.
Abraham . . Isaac . . Jacob – 
3 generations to lay Foundation of Faith
Saul . . David . . Solomon - 3 Kings to establish the temple.
Adam . . Noah . . Abraham – 
3 men to fulfill Father of Faith who is to produce seed for mankind.
Jacob (individual) . . Moses (racial) . . Jesus (world) – 
Foundations of Faith laid.
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1st dove (symbol of Adam). . 2nd dove (symbol of Jesus) . . 
3rd dove (symbol of Second Coming)
1st, 2nd and 3rd temptations of Jesus by Satan – 
tests to restore man.
Moses (symbol of tent) . . Solomon (symbol of temple) . . 
Jesus (substantial temple of God)
1st World War . . 2nd World War . . 3rd World War 
In our day is the preparation for the Second Coming Ministry 
which will be the final climax of God's providence to complete 
restoration and which will stop the anti-God, 
anti-Christ movement which is swallowing the world today.

3



Reference:

3 primary colors   red, yellow, blue

3 main inner organs   stomach, heart, lungs

3 functions of the mind    emotion, intellect, will

3 dimensions   length, width, height

3 main nutrients   fats, proteins, carbohydrates 

3



digestion

circulation

respiration       lungs

stomach,
large and
small intestines
heart, arteries
and veins

3 functions of the
   main inner organs

3 stages of
   human life

 womb        in the waterbag

 physical world  in the air bag

 spirit world       in the love bag
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DP:The 3 Steps of Development & Realms of Indirect and 
Direct                Dominion

autonomy and
governance of
the Principle *

  + human
portion of

responsibility

*

all
things

all
things

Godsymbol

human
beings

human
beings
image

Realm of 
God’s
direct 

dominion

love

beauty

God

beautylove

Realm of God’s 
indirect dominion 

or 
realm of dominion 
based on accomp-
lishments through 

the Principle
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Some Examples of the Number 3 are :

Natural World :

Three Kingdoms : Animal, Vegetable, Mineral
Three States of Matter : Gas, Liquid, Solid
Plants : Roots, Trunk, Leaves
Animals : Head, Body, Legs
Earth : Earth layer, Rock layer, Lava layer
Three Primary Colors
Three Main Nutriments

3



Some Examples of the Number 3 are :

The Bible:

Growth period of evening, night, and morning
Trinity : Father, Son and Holy Spirit
Three Stages of Paradise, three archangels
Three sons of Adam, three sons of Noah
Three decks of Noah's Ark
Three flights of doves from Noah's Ark
Three kinds of sacrifices by Abraham
Three days before reaching Mt. Moriah

3



Some Examples of the Number 3 are :

The Bible:

Three days of darkness in Egypt
Moses' life of three times 40 years
Three day course of Moses' exodus
Jesus' preparation period of 30 years
Jesus' three years of public ministry
Three wise men, three gifts to Jesus
Three major disciples. 

3



Some Examples of the Number 3 are :

The Bible:

Three temptations
Three prayers at Gesthemane
Peter's three denials
Three hours of darkness on the cross
Three days in the tomb
Three questions to Peter
The life of man; 
mother's womb, physical world, spirit world

3



The 3 Great Kingships & the Realm of the Royal Family

1. The 3 Great Kingships

65

4th  heart Parental Love

1st blessing

2nd blessing

3rd blessing = dominion

Eldersonship

Parentship 

Kingship 

On the foundation of completing the 1st and 2nd Blessing, 
we receive the 3rd Blessing = Dominion over All Things 
God wants to give all He has to such a King and Queen of love
TF wants to restore Kingship because God’s Kingship can only be
established through Adam’s kingship = The goal of creation

1st  heart Children’s Love

2nd heart Brother-Sister 's Love

3rd heart Conjugal Love

Inclusive

Fallen Humans – offer all possessions to God – not qualified 
Return our ownership to God – total living offering 
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The number "4", is used in time periods,

Adam 1,600 years,  (4x400)
Noah - 400 years, 
Abraham - 400 years
Moses 400 years, 
King Saul - 400 years, 
Jesus - 400 years 
Augustine - 400 years, 
Charlemagne - 400 years, 
Second Coming 400 years

4



There were 10 generations from Adam to Noah, 
and 10 generations from Noah to Abraham, 
plus Isaac and Jacob making the 10 number 
the same as the 12 number, the symbol of perfection. 

The number 12 is derived from the multiple of 
3  - the Heavenly Number 
times 4 - the Earth Number), 
3 x 4 = 12; therefore, 

           12 is the symbol of a complete number. 



The four position foundation is God’s 
eternal purpose of creation.



Root of the principle of
three stages

Root of the number twelve

Fundamental foundation of
goodness

Fundamental foundation
for life

Eternal purpose of creation 

Fundamental foundation
for life

4

Fundamental foundation of
goodness

3

Root of the number twelve2

1

Papa Mama

Child_ _ _ _ _UnionUnion

Divi-
sion
Divi-
sion

_ _

OriginOrigin _ _ _ _ _ 

The Four Position FoundationThe Four Position Foundation 3,4,12



71

The Four Great Loves

God
M F

M FSon’s Love

Brother’s Love

Husband’s Love

Father’s Love

Daughter’s Love

Sister’s Love

Wife’s Love

Mother’s Love

Settlement point of 
the Four Great 

Loves
God’s Home

1. Children’s Love

2. Brother’s/Sister’s Love

3. Conjugal Love

4. Parent’s Love



You know, too, that the number four is very 
significant in the history of restoration because it 
represents the heavenly four positions, which 
have been lost and must be restored. 

Therefore, throughout history the number four 
recurs again and again: 
40 days of fasting, 
40 years of wandering in the wilderness, 
4,000 years from Adam to Jesus, and so on. 

                                          /SMM 4 Oct 1976



•  Due to the Fall, this ideal family was never
   established
•  the number 4 was “lost” by God and Man.

4



•  40 = multiple of 4, separation from satan
•  Israelites 400 year in Egypt 
•  Jesus went out in the desert 40 days,
    praying and fasting

•  40 day summer+winter witnessing
•  40 day UC pioneering
•  1952 -1992 TP providence
•  1993 40 000 Couple Blessing

40



The Four Position Foundation

 ① Foundation for the realization of God’s

     purpose of creation 

 ② Foundation for existence 

 ③ Fundamental foundation for love

 ④ Fundamental foundation for goodness 

 ⑤ Fundamental foundation for all forces

 ⑥ Fundamental foundation of 3 stages 

 ⑦ Fundamental foundation for the

     numbers  4, 3,12

Ex. We have 2x12 ribs,

months

Subject Object

God

Union

1)  When the 4 positions have give and take and fulfill the 
three object purpose, the four position foundation is 
formed.

4



Do you think that I'm making you suffer for no reason? 
After you                                                           have 
suffered for                                                      10 years,    
   20 years,                                                          30 
years, 40 years.. 

People who have suffered for 40 years can find their place. You 
have to go beyond the hill of 40. If young people cannot find a 
place in society by the time they are 40, then they will become 
wanderers. 
Jesus could have gone to the position of king during the seven 
years from when he was 33 to when he would have become 40. 
The number 40 is important in this way.             /SMM 2008



Last Days                                                          is the time 
when we                                                           deny the X 
of the                                                                 universe.  
                                               During that                          
                             period of40 years, all                             
                              the sins of human                                 
                             history come to                                      
                      the surface. God, who was at the bottom, 
has to move to the top, and Satan, who was at the top, 
has to move to the bottom... When God gets to the top, 
there are eight stages: the age of the individual, family, 
the age clan, society, world, cosmos, and the age of 
God. 
In this course, an O must be made. /2008



The National Police Agency said the helicopter was 
carrying Moon, his wife, 11 relatives and three crew 
when it got into difficulties in heavy rain and came 
down on a hillside at GaPyung, 40 kilometers 
east of Seoul.  /2008



Why Moses and the Israelites 
Could Not Overcome Misfortunes

The path Moses walked was the same. Moses had the 
mission to restore, through indemnity, the 400 years 
since Abraham on the level of the people. 

The 40 years of his life in the palace of the Pharaoh 
when he was preparing to serve the will of God was a 
period of misfortune. The 40 years of his life in the 
Midian wilderness, when he was carrying out the will, 
was a period of misfortune. The 40 years of the 
wilderness course, when he went toward the land of 
Canaan guiding the 600,000 people, was also a period 
of unspeakable misfortune.



(1) Significance of the Ark (Symbolizing New Cosmos ）

Natural WorldAnimals

8 Members of Adam’s Family （ Entire 
Humanity)

8 Members of Noah’s 
Family

3 Stages of Growth3 Decks

GodNoah

Ark New Cosmos

 ① Central Figure ＝ Noah (The first ancestor of faith,
     10 generations, Righteous man, Descendent of Seth)

 ② Object for the Condition ＝ Ark (Symbolizing new cosmos)
 ③ Period ＝ 120 years, 40 days, 21 days, 40 days

1. Foundation of Faith



(2) 40 Days of Flood (Separation of Good and Evil)

Noah’s Family

Sinful Humanity

40 days of Flood ： Period of Chaos after Creation of Universe
Works God Performed Around the Ark: Symbolizes the Entire

Course of History following God’s Creation of Heaven and Earth

God

Satan

The number 40 became characteristic of dispensations for the Separation
of Satan, which are necessary for restoring the Foundation of Faith, 
in the following courses of the Providence of Restoration through Indemnity.
Ex. ） Noah’s 40-day flood, 400 years from Noah to Abraham, the Israelites’

  400 years of slavery in Egypt, Moses’ 40-day fast, 40 days of spying
  in Canaan, Israelites’ 40 years of wandering in the wilderness,
  40-year reigns of King Saul, King David and King Solomon,
  Elijah’s 40-day fast, 40-day period of Jesus’ resurrection.

Meaning of Number 40

40



 You can see and know the three dimensional world, 
 but you don't know the four dimensional world even you see it.
  
 In our life, it is the number 4 that satisfies all the
 necessary factors in east, west, south and north. /SMM Apr 2012
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head

5 sensory organs

5

Human beings, both men and women alike, have five sensory 
organs. Among the five sensory organs, four can be found 
in our head. Our eyes, nose, mouth, ears, and hands make up 
the five sensory organs. The most important ones can 
be found on our head. The four sensory organs on our head 
symbolize the spirit world centered on God. It is a world 
separate from the body. The head can freely move about. The 
reason it moves about is to see, hear, smell, and speak in 
all four directions.                              /SMM (228-125, 1992.3.27)

eyes, 
nose, 
mouth, 
ears

body hands



Human emotions are rythmical

Five waves are basic to a completed social movement

Taking the human body, for example, 
there are five extensions from the torso – 
head, two legs, two arms; 
five extension form head – two ears, two eyes, the 
nose; 
five extensions in the form of fingers, 
from each arms, and in the form of toes, from each leg; 
five physical senses – 
taste, smell, sight, touch, hearing; 
and so the story might be repeated elsewhere. 
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5+3

Economy – Elliot Wave
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Swedenborg, in Apocalyps Revealed, explains  
number seven represents completeness 
an entire cycle from beginning to end.

DO

MI

RE

FASO

LA

TI
RED

ORANGE

YELLOW

GREEN

VIOLET

PURPLE

BLUE

Musical Scale Forms

DIVINE

ANGULAR

CIRCULAR

SPIRALVORTICAL

INTRA
VORTICAL

SPIRITUAL
Divine
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Seed

Root

Stem

BranchesLeaves

Flowers

Fruit

Tree

7



God Created the Universe in Six Days (Gen. 1:31),
Which Represent Six Stages
These days are not actual 24 hour days, but the six days
represent six epochs of time. 
These are similar to the geological periods known as the 

Cosmozoic (Cosmic),
Azoic, 
Archeozoic, 
Proterozoic, 
Paleozoic, 
and Cenozoic eras.
Golden Age
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In II Peter 3:8, it says that with the Lord one day is 
as 1, 000 years and 1, 000 years as one day, 
so the time element used is symbolic.

1st Day            2nd Day         3rd Day
Light
Darkness        Firmament  Sea
                                Upper Water Land
                                Lower Water Plants

4th Day* 5th Day 6th Day
Sun Fish Mammals 
Moon Birds Man
Stars

7th Day Day of Rest – Creation completed
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The seven-year course that started this very day
in 1954 was the age for all the established churches and 
social organizations, and even the nation, to attack one person: 
Reverend Moon. Even the babies attacked me!

What kind of period was this seven-year course? 
I had to devote myself completely to the heavenly will 
as a very lonely individual. Everybody was trying to capture me 
and kill me. Wherever I traveled in the nation, north or south, 
I walked this kind of path. When I held the Holy Wedding in 1960, 
I was being investigated by the court. Just as Jesus' 12 disciples 
deserted him, with Judas even betraying him, members leaving 
the Unification Church conspired with our opponents and appealed 
to the court to stop our church. I conducted the Blessing during 
this time of judicial investigation. Nobody knows that fact.
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 If I had not prayed for pres. Reagan, giving my support from 
behind the scenes, he might have already died. In any normal 
circumstance, he would not have survived the assassination 
Attempt (1981).
No American president had previously recovered from a gunshot
wound. A 70-year-old president received a bullet wound seven 
centimeters deep on his 70th day in office. 
Everything revolved around the number seven. 
We can see it as formation, growth and completion. 

Everything fits into the principle- 40th president, 444 days until 
the liberation of the American hostages in Iran-all are principled 
numbers. People have not realized it, but God has planned 
everything with certain mathematical conditions, and we are 
going over this historical turning point based on such conditions. 
Now the American president has to listen to me. /SMM 

7



Since married life in the satanic world is not recognized 
by God, husband and wife must go their own ways
as sister and brother. 
God has been working for 6000 years, and now His 
providence is entering the 7000th year. 
Therefore, in principle they must be separated for seven years. 
Then they will find spiritual children and will be able to reunite. 
In principle, man should not marry after the fall. 

The number 7 is symbolic.

7



Married couples must abstain from the marriage 
relationship at least seven months. 
There are those in Korea who have been abstaining for over 
seven years. 
Live as sister and brother. 
Those whom God loves just can't continue their married life, 
God strikes their bodies and they can't continue. 
If the wife only follows the Principle, great conflict arises in 
the family.
The same if only the husband follows. 
So our church has been accused of destroying families. 

This is not true. 
We are uniting them.      

                                                         /The Master Speaks On 
                                                         The Blessing And Witnessing

7



Three Seven-year Courses (1960-81)

1920  45    52    60                 ’67  ’68                   ’74 ’75           ’81     ’92

Overview of the providence of the Lord of the Second Advent

   7 yrs course

H
oly M

arriage

1st 7yrs course
Family Level Victorious
Foundation 2nd 7yrs course

National Level Victorious
Foundation 3rd 7yrs course

Worldwide Victorious
Foundation

Y
e jin

 N
im

’s 
B

lessin
g

Lord of Glory to Lord of Suffering
Course to indemnify the OTA
Indemnify – John the Baptist/Judaism
Find a Bride     (TF)                      (UC)

Course to indemnify the NTA

40 years wilderness course

’83 ’84 ’85       ’89
’81-88: solve communism 
’89 : destroy the Berlin Wall
’91 : fall of Soviet Empire



Everyone, no matter who, has to go this seven-year course. 
Proud and distinguished people or ugly and unfortunate 
people, no matter who they are, have to go this course. 

Anyone of fallen descent has to go this course no matter 
who he or she is, or else they will never enter the 
Kingdom of Heaven.



It is not recorded in history, but even Jesus departed to do 
his mission during the seven years from when he was 27 
to when he was 33. 

From then to the time when he turned 40 would have been 
his second seven-year course, or if Jesus had started from 
his 20s, that would be his third seven-year course. 



By doing this, Jesus was supposed to have prepared a 
worldwide foundation by the time he reached 40, 
but he died because the nation did not support him. 

Thus, that remains in the Bible as the seven-year great 
misfortune.

                                         /Cham Bumo Gyeong
                                          p. 444
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Eight horizontal and eight vertical stages of
Restoration – Recreation - Perfection

1. Individual foundation
2. Family foundation
3. Tribal foundation
4. Society foundation
5. Nation foundation
6. World foundation
7. Cosmic foundation
8. God foundation

8 DP



Eight horizontal and eight vertical stages of
Restoration – Recreation - Perfection

The Principle of the Unification Church is a
fundamental path, but we cannot just follow the path
of the Principle doing nothing. It is the path of destiny 
on which we must pass through eight stages. 

These eight stages are those of the individual, family, 
tribe, people, nation, world, heaven and earth, and
God. 

The number eight is the number for starting anew. 
After we achieve that there will not be another new 
start.                                              /SMM1985.12.15

8 DP



You must bear in mind that only those who carry out the 
restoration of the right of the eldest son, the right of 
parents and the right of king are relatives. 

Then, the world will be united naturally even without me. 
I have now blessed more than 24,000 couples. 

The number 24 is 3 multiplied by 8. 
I have restored the number eight centering on 
the three ages of formation, growth and completion. 

In this way I completed the establishment of the rights of 
tribal messiahs on the world level. 
Now, even if I am not here, if you work day and night 
following God’s will to save your country, this world will 
come to one place. 

8 DP



I find the figure 8 really interesting. When we write it we 
use both clockwise and counter-clockwise movements. 

The number 8 is the number of a new beginning, but it is 
always drawn in opposite directions. That is how the 
course of restoration, the way of Principle, the way of 
recreation, operates. A paradoxical course is in the end 
the most reasonable. You have to understand this very 
well.

Therefore, my life does not follow the normal, reasonable 
way. It began as a figure 8 on an individual level. My wife 
went through the course of a figure 8, and my sons and 
daughters followed the same course on the family
Level.
                                                                /SMM

8



Chemistry:
The octet rule is a chemical rule of thumb that reflects 
observation that atoms of main-group elements 
tend to combine in such a way that each atom has 
eight electrons in its valence shell, giving it the same 
electronic configuration as a noble gas. 

The quantum theory of the atom explains the eight electrons as 
a closed shell with an s2p6 electron configuration. A closed-shell 
configuration is one in which low-lying energy levels are full and 
higher energy levels are empty. 

8 Other

Eight as basis in Nature



Eight as basis in Harmony

In music, an octave (Latin: octavus: eighth) or perfect octave 
is the interval between one musical pitch and another with half 
or double its frequency.

Twinkle Twinkle Little Star" melody doubled in four octaves: 
consonant and equivalent. 

8 Other
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To go over the number nine there has to be
a sacrifice. 

In 1960 at True Parents' wedding 
time it was also very difficult.    /SMM 14 Nov 1999

9



 You know through the Divine Principle that 
the number nine is the number of perfection
and also represents the end of the satanic world.

 When you add one to nine you get ten, which 
represents the number of heaven and means 
returning to God.                    /SMM 4 Oct 1976

9



We know that all these things which have 
been realized due to the false parents are 
related to the number nine, and from the 
number one up to the number ten, 

up until the number nine, due to the dominion 
of heaven, centered on the authority of one 
tenth of the tribes of the Old Testament, 
God has been carrying out the history of the 
providence in order to liquidate 
the number 9, the number of Satan.  
                                                   /SMM 9 Sept 1999

To go over the number nine there has to be a sacrifice.
                                                           /SMM 14 Nov 1999

9



Vaughan Williams
Schubert

Mahler

Beethoven

DvorákBruckner

“The Magic 9:th”

Spohr



Comment (Curiosa): The curse of the ninth 
is connected with the history of classical music. 
In essence, it is the belief that a "ninth symphony" 
is destined to be a composer's last; i.e. that he or 
she will be "fated" to die after writing it, or before 
completing a "tenth". 

To those who give credence to the notion, 
a composer who produces a ninth symphony has
reached a decisive landmark -- and to then embark 
on a tenth is a challenge to "fate".

Ex. Ludwig van Beethoven, Schubert, Dvorák, 
Bruckner, Mahler, and Vaughan Williams.

9



Nine minutes and 9 seconds after 9 o'clock on 
September 9, 1999, True Father being 79 years old, 
was the moment when the number 9 appeared 9 times. 

About 5000 members gathered in Su Taek Ri Training Center 
to hear True Parents make the "Declaration of the 
Ceremony for the Liberation of the Cosmic Unity of the 
Parents of Heaven and Earth.“

The cosmic True Parents restored the number 9 which had 
been lost, cut off the history of Satan, and declared that the 
final victorious era had come. 
At that moment Satan surrendered to God. 
Satan could no longer cross the boundary into the realm 
on God's side.
                                      /Heung Jin Nim January 1, 2002

9



Beloved Heavenly Father! On this day, 
September 9, 1999, at 9 minutes and 9 seconds past 
9 o'clock, in the True Parents' seventy-ninth year, 
I have made a clear pathway so that everything can 
now be liberated which has been bound by Satan 
through the Fall, both in hell and heaven, on earth 
and in the spirit world, which tied the spiritual and 
physical worlds to the realm of the number nine,
 
Satan's number of perfection, and 
which has been confounding heaven and earth.

                                                     /SMM September 9, 1999

9



Because everything which arose from the false parents 
comes under the number nine, the numbers one to nine 
are loathed by Heaven. 
You persevered in providential history to clear up Satan’s 
number, the number nine, through the practice of tithing, 
in the Old Testament Age.

The declaration of the Realm of the Cosmic Sabbath 
for the Parents of Heaven and Earth was made two years ago, 
centering on Chil Pal Jeol. 

Now that we are in the third year since the declaration, 
we cannot cross over to the year 2000 without first clearing 
away the number nine which is blocking everything in the 
satanic world



On this day, 
September 9, 1999, at 9 minutes and 9 seconds past 9
o’clock, in the True Parents’ seventy-ninth year, 
I have made a clear pathway so that everything can 
now be liberated which has been bound by Satan 
through the Fall, both in hell and heaven, on earth and 
in the spirit world, which tied the spiritual and physical 
worlds to the realm of the number nine, Satan’s number 
of perfection, and which has been confounding heaven 
and earth.
                                                           /CSG 2006 Book 10
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There were 10 generations from Adam to Noah, 
and 10 generations from Noah to Abraham, 
plus Isaac and Jacob making the 10 number 
the same as the 12 number, the symbol of perfection. 

The number 12 is derived from the multiple of 
3  - the Heavenly Number 
times 4 - the Earth Number), 
3 x 4 = 12; therefore, 

           12 is the symbol of a complete number. 

                                                                    /SMM



The number ten is the number of unity with God. The course of 

growth to maturity requires a period to fulfill the number ten, 

through which Adam and Eve were to become the perfect 

embodiments of the number ten. When this number was 

defiled by Satan due to their Fall…

10



10

Tithing!

1/10 + 9/10 = 100% for God!



10

"Tithing is a basic duty of the chosen children. 
When you offer the portion of the number one, 
that is, the number of God, 
you set up the condition of having offered the portion of 
the number nine. 



10

The reason is that the number nine (3 x 3) has been 
governed by Satan so far. 
On the earth where Satan is the master under his dominion, 
if the number nine is returned and connected to God, 
He can restore the number 10, through which 
God can claim His dominion over everything 
including the number nine from the realm of Satan. 
That is why the term tithe came into being.              /SMM

Source: www.tparents.org/library/unification/talks/hentrich/Hentrich-101025.htm



Live for Others

Religion teaches us to live for the sake of others, to be 
absolutely obedient, to sacrifice and to serve. 

The secular world does not have such teaching. 
This teaching may seem to be something practiced by 
groups of beggars who know nothing of this world. 

Yet, this was God’s secret strategy against Satan so that 
people could receive good fortune, even though they 
were unaware of the heavenly law. 

                                                              /SMM 1971.7.18



The number ten is the number of unity with God. 

The course of growth to maturity requires a period to fulfill the 

number ten, through which Adam and Eve were to become the 

perfect embodiments of the number ten. When this number 

was defiled by Satan due to their Fall…

10



…God sought a central figure in order to restore this number 

and begin His work to unite the people with Himself by 

restoring them as perfect embodiments of the quality of the 

number ten. 

For this purpose, God would require the central figure to 

complete an indemnity period to restore the number ten. This 

is why God called Noah ten generations after Adam.                 

         

  

                                                /DP96 p. 299

10



The Era before the Coming of Heaven has 
passed, and the Era after the Coming of Heaven 
is approaching.
Therefore, we need to recover not only 
the Day of the Victory of the Number Ten 
Combining Two Halves (Ssang Hab Shib Seung II),
but also the year of victory.

Satan willfully took possession of not only the day 
but also the year, and controlled them.



Ssang Hab Shib Seung Il

1) Date of Declaration: May 5, 
    Fourth Year of Cheon Il Guk (2004), 5:00 am

2) Location: Blue Sea Garden residence, 
    Yeosu Jeolla South Province, Korea



Ssang Hab Shib Seung Il

3) Ssang Hab Shib Seung Il is the day 
    when heaven and earth interchange, 
    when top-bottom, front-back, and left-right 
    interchange, when good restores this world 
    which began from evil, and when this era 
    of the evil satanic kingdom is cleansed and 
    the era of the kingdom centering on true love 
    is restored.                        
                                                     /2004 19 April 



NUMBER TEN In the mystical hebrew tradition of the 

Kabbalah,

the so called Sefirotic tree (below) – the Tree of Life – 

represents the psychological structure of the total personality. 

10



With 10, the returning number, we must settle everything. 
The numbers 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 and 9 did not belong to God. 

Now, as we go beyond that age, we rise one level higher 
to start with the number 10, which is the returning number. 

The significance of 10 is that we have surpassed Satan's 
world and can enter God's new world. 
It makes a crossing point. 
That is how, by setting up Ssang Hab Shib Seung Il, 
I could proclaim the Era After the Coming of Heaven. 

                                                           /CBG Book 13
                                                            2004/05/29

10
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Background:

Adam and Eve in their immaturity had to each 
form a four position foundation for their existence. 
Each position in the four position foundation is to 
pass through the three stages of the growing period, 
making a total of twelve. 
 
The conditions which accumulate in the course of 
providential history due to central figures' failures to 
complete their responsibility are called 
vertical indemnity conditions. 

The task of the central figure to fulfill all these 
conditions in a short time is called 
horizontal restoration through indemnity.



There were 10 generations from Adam to Noah, 
and 10 generations from Noah to Abraham, 
plus Isaac and Jacob making the 10 number 
the same as the 12 number, the symbol of perfection. 

The number 12 is derived from the multiple of 
3  - the Heavenly Number 
times 4 - the Earth Number), 
3 x 4 = 12; therefore, 

           12 is the symbol of a complete number. 



Jacob, in his course, had to fulfill in a short time a 
condition to horizontally restore through indemnity 
the vertical indemnity conditions accumulated through 
the twelve generations since Noah. 

For this purpose, he was given twelve sons from whom 
descended the twelve tribes of Israel.

Jesus employed this method to restore horizontally 
through indemnity all the accumulated vertical indemnity 
conditions left unfulfilled by the forefathers, prophets and 
kings who had led the providence during the four thousand 
years of biblical history until his time. 



For instance, Jesus chose twelve disciples and seventy 
followers in order to restore in a short time the vertical 
indemnity conditions which had accumulated from 
Jacob's course, in which God had worked with 
Jacob's twelve sons and seventy kinsmen, 
and from Moses' course, 
in which God had worked with the twelve tribes of Israel 
and seventy elders.

                                                                     /DP 96



From a providential point of view, 
the first group of twelve among the 36 Couples
(12+12+12) 
is in the position of the restored Adam’s family. 

As Adam’s family, including Cain and Abel up 
to Noah, makes up the number twelve, 
twelve couples had to be appointed in order 
to indemnify it. 

12,36



The second dozen signify the restoration 
of the period from Noah to Abraham, 
symbolizing the generations extended to 
twelve to include Isaac and Jacob, who 
had to indemnify Satan’s invasion of 
Abraham’s family. 

Through his twelve sons, Jacob horizontally 
restored through indemnity, for the first time 
in history, this providence that had unfolded 
vertically.

12,36



That is symbolized by the third group of twelve 
couples among the 36. The 36 Couples, who have 
been called on the basis of the victorious individual 
level foundation achieved by Jacob, symbolize 
the Old, New, and Completed Testament Ages. 

                                                (55-165, 1972.5.7)

12,36



The four position foundation is God’s 
eternal purpose of creation.
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3 steps of Creation x 4 Position Foundation

4 Seasons x 3 Month

= 12



Jesus needed 12 disciples

To restore Israels 12 tribes!

12



 Leonardo da Vinci 1498 f

 Jesus 12 Disciples



Jacob had twelve sons19(Gen. 35:22)

in order to restore through indemnity in his 
generation (horizontally) the indemnity 
conditions accumulated (vertically) through 
the twelve generations from Noah to Jacob, 
which had been lost to Satan.

12



In Moses' day, there were the twelve tribes(Exod. 24:4)

and Jesus had twelve disciples(Matt. 10:1)

for similar reasons. 

12



    The "12" number, symbol of completeness, perfection.

12 generations from Noah to Abraham 
(10 + Isaac and Jacob = 12)
12 sons (Jacob's) and all his family - 70 souls, entered Egypt.
12 tribes chose 70 souls as elders under Moses.
12 judges ruled for God.
Jesus chose 12 disciples, sent 70-souls out to preach and heal.
12 pearly gates were set up by which we enter the Kingdom;
12 wells of water, 70 palm trees (Ex. 15:27)

12



"If you have faith as a grain of mustard seed, 
you will say to this mountain, 
'Move hence to yonder place, ' and it will move; 
and nothing will be impossible to you. " (Matt. 17 :20) 

"Beloved, let us love one another; for love is of God, 
and he who loves is born of God and knows God." 
                                                                   (1 John 4 :7) 



"For God did not-give us a spirit of timidity but 
a spirit of power and love and self-control.  (II Tim. 1 :7) 

"Behold, I send you out as sheep in the midst of wolves ; 
so be wise as serpents and innocent as doves." 
                                                                   (Matt. 10 :16) 

"It had a great, high wall, with twelve gates, and at the 
gates twelve angels", and on the gates the names of the 
twelve tribes of the sons of Israel were inscribed; 
on the east three gates, on the north three gates, 
on the south three gates, and on the west three gates. 
And the wall of the city had twelve foundations, and on 
them the twelve names of the twelve apostles
of the Lamb. " (Rev. 21:12-14) 



The verses which have been cited give us some idea 
of the twelve gates of heaven.

As we see from our emblem, there are four main gates 
(Faith, Love, Power, Wisdom) pointing toward each 
geographical direction: north, south, east and west; 
each then being divided into three subdivisions.



These twelve gates are symbolic of 
twelve different personality types. 

By following the Divine Principle, we are trying to develop 
ourselves to the point where we can communicate with 
individuals who shall enter by a different gate from ourselves. 
Thus, we are striving to develop a rounded personality. 



To each of us, God the Father manifests Himself in 
different ways . To some, He may appear as Absolute Truth. 
To others, the source of inexhaustible love. 
As we know, however, in actuality He is a perfect combination
of the major and minor aspects of all twelve Gates; 
therefore, we must make certain that we can perceive of Him
in these terms. 

Because we ourselves have a dominant trait, 
we sometimes tend to perceive of the Father in terms 
of one trait. But if we are to be in His image all our traits. 
or gates must be developed within us.



• 12 Human Characters
• 12 Pearly Gates



The overall purpose of achieving 
symmetry within ourselves and in relation 
to others is that, by so doing, we develop unity. 

By tying together all our twelve basic characteristics, 
and by strengthening them, we unify our own minds 
and personality. 

We give order to our own being. If we, then, have unified 
and orderly minds, we create an atmosphere of unification 
and influence others to become more stabilized within 
themselves. 



From such a strong foundation, 
the unification of our homes begins, 
which spreads to our neighborhood, city, country, 
and finally the world.

Source: New Age Frontier 1966-06-00



The European Union (EU) 
is an economic and political union 
of 27 member states which are 
located primarily in Europe

1951 saw the creation of the
European Coal and Steel Community, 
which was declared to be "a first step in the 
federation of Europe“

1957 EEC
1967 EC
1993 Maastricht Treaty

Spiritually
Inspired
12 stars



Budapest
1956

Praha
1968

Warsaw
1970

  Before the Collapse of Communist East Bloc
There was a pre-sign in the 3 x 12 year revolts:

Finally, with the death of Soviet Premier Leonid Brezhnev 
in 1982, the Soviet Union began to cultivate a new more 
gentle and conciliatory identity. 

12: Curiosa
"12" the number of completeness, perfection.

Moscow
1982



Budapest
1956

Warsaw
1970

Quote:
Finally, with the death of Soviet Premier Leonid Brezhnev 
in 1982, the Soviet Union began to cultivate 
a new more gentle and conciliatory identity.

After seventy years of astounding growth and ubiquitous
havoc, the Soviet dream had indeed been “altogether ruined.” 
Rev. Moon’s 1972 prognosis that in 1978 communism would 
reach its high point and that in 1988 communism would be 
“altogether ruined” proved to be astonishingly accurate.

Quote from Thomas J. Ward
/Journal of Unification Studies Vol. 3, 1999-2000 - Page 85

12: Curiosa
"12" the number of completeness, perfection.
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Three Seven-year Courses (1960-81)

1920  45    52    60                 ’67  ’68                   ’74 ’75           ’81     ’92

Overview of the providence of the Lord of the Second Advent

   7 yrs course

H
oly M

arriage

1st 7yrs course
Family Level Victorious
Foundation 2nd 7yrs course

National Level Victorious
Foundation 3rd 7yrs course

Worldwide Victorious
Foundation

Y
e jin

 N
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’s 
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lessin
g

Lord of Glory to Lord of Suffering
Course to indemnify the OTA
Indemnify – John the Baptist/Judaism
Find a Bride     (TF)                      (UC)

Course to indemnify the NTA

40 years wilderness course

’83 ’84 ’85       ’89
’81-88: solve communism 
’89 : destroy the Berlin Wall
’91 : fall of Soviet Empire



Everyone, no matter who, has to go this seven-year course. 
Proud and distinguished people or ugly and unfortunate 
people, no matter who they are, have to go this course. 

Anyone of fallen descent has to go this course no matter 
who he or she is, or else they will never enter the 
Kingdom of Heaven.



It is not recorded in history, but even Jesus departed to do 
his mission during the seven years from when he was 27 
to when he was 33. 

From then to the time when he turned 40 would have been 
his second seven-year course, or if Jesus had started from 
his 20s, that would be his third seven-year course. 



By doing this, Jesus was supposed to have prepared a 
worldwide foundation by the time he reached 40, 
but he died because the nation did not support him. 

Thus, that remains in the Bible as the seven-year great 
misfortune.

                                         /Cham Bumo Gyeong
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When you think about this, you must come to the realization
that the place you are standing on right now is the place where 
Noah was building the ark, where Abraham was offering the 
sacrifice, and where Jacob was raising the sheep for 21 years. 

It is where Moses exerted himself for 120 years and 
offered 40 days of fasting and prayer. 



•  7 = creation & indemnity number
•  God created in 7 days.

The following are examples of the indemnity period of 
the number "21", which the central figures for the 
foundation of faith set up. 

During the period of the flood in Noah's day, God had Noah send 
out the doves three times in order to foreshadow His providence 
of three stages. By making the time spaces 7 days each, the 
whole period seen from the will became 21 days 
(Gen. 7:4, 8:10, 8:12). 

7x3=21



•  7 = creation & indemnity number
•  God created in 7 days.

When Jacob set up the providential period of going into Haran
and again returning to Canaan, in order to set up the course 
of the restoration of Canaan on the family level, he needed 
also 21 years, that is, three times seven years. 

Further, for the period of restoring through indemnity Jacob's 
21 years, the period of the Israelites' captivity in Babylon 
and their return encompassed 210 years. 
The period of the popes' captivity and return also took 210 
years. 

7x3=21



    The order of the family is the standard order of the   
 universe

    The family is God’s ideal
 of creation

   The number of Heaven 3 　 

   The number of Earth  4  　　

   The number of Family 7   　
Children

Children

Husband
Wife

Parents

Adam Eve

EveAdam

God

God

God

3,4,7



4,12,21,40
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Realm of perfection

4 position
x 3 stages

4 position
foundation
4 stages

7 
No. of Creation

x 3 stages

4 positions 
x  10 stages

Perfection of 
12

Perfection of 
4

4th stage

Perfection of 
21

Perfection of 
40

10th stage

7 = 3 (number of Heaven) + 4 (number of Earth)

Formation

Growth

Completion



32



"4X4 makes 16, and there are the upper side
and lower side and therefore, 16 X 2 makes 32.
(Katsumi: I think Father implies here the number 
of teeth) (Indicating his eyes and ears) 

Everything is covered by the number 32.  
Men must learn what they have to know 
by the age of 32."

32



36



From a providential point of view, 
the first group of twelve among the 36 Couples 
is in the position of the restored Adam’s family. 

As Adam’s family, including Cain and Abel up 
to Noah, makes up the number twelve, 
twelve couples had to be appointed in order 
to indemnify it. 

12,36



The second dozen signify the restoration 
of the period from Noah to Abraham, 
symbolizing the generations extended to 
twelve to include Isaac and Jacob, who 
had to indemnify Satan’s invasion of 
Abraham’s family. 

Through his twelve sons, Jacob horizontally 
restored through indemnity, for the first time 
in history, this providence that had unfolded 
vertically. 

12,36



That is symbolized by the third group of twelve 
couples among the 36. The 36 Couples, who have 
been called on the basis of the victorious individual 
level foundation achieved by Jacob, symbolize 
the Old, New, and Completed Testament Ages. 

                                                (55-165, 1972.5.7)

12,36



•  The 36 couples represent 3 x 12
•  Old Test
•  New Test
•  Completed Testament

36



64



•  8 Holy Textbooks
•  8 Horizontal x 8 Vertical  =  64

64



70



You are now ushering in a wonderful new era. 

By 1988, world communism will be more than 
70 years old; its power cannot go beyond 70 years 
and take over the number 8, 
which signifies a new beginning. 

                                              Holy Water Ceremony
                                     Reverend Sun Myung Moon
                                                        August 20, 1985

70



72



To fulfill an indemnity condition to separate 
Satan from the seven days of God's creation 
which he had defiled, there were seventy 
members of Jacob's family,22(Gen. 46:27)

seventy elders in Moses' time,23(Exod. 24:1)

and Jesus' seventy followers,24(Luke 10:1)

all of whom played central, providential roles 
in their respective eras.

72



•  The 36 couples represent Adams Family
•   36 generations

•  2 x 36 = 72
•  Adams 2 sons Cain and  Abel 

72



God continues to be the spiritual foundation of all the 

relationships among the eight persons in this original 

nuclear family. Grandparents – Parents – Older 

Children – Younger Children. If we then explicitly 

recognize God as the ninth person at the center of this 

original family unit, we arrive at the very interesting and 

provocative notion that the fullest expression of God’s 

love is embodied in 72 archetypal heart relationships 

(9 persons x 8 relationships for each person) inherent 

in the original nuclear family. Again, while each of these 

72 familial heart relationships represents an authentic 

and unique form of God’s love, all of them together 

represent the wholeness of God’s love.

 /Ref: Kerry Pobanz Life In Eternity: Human Beings In the Spirit World

72



The number 72 apparently has deep spiritual 

significance as it appears in both the New Testament 

and in esoteric Hebrew scriptures. 

For instance, Luke 10:1 says:  

“After these things the Lord appointed seventy 

others, and sent them two by two before His face into 

every city . . . .” 

72





120



3. The 120 Year Period of the United Kingdom

This period is to make indemnity and restore the 
40 years in the wilderness. King Saul's reign was 
supposed to follow the will of God, and thereby make 
indemnity and restore the 40 years the Israel people 
spent in the wilderness. 

Because of Saul's disobedience (I Samuel 15:11), 
120 years were necessary to make indemnity: 
40 years under King Saul, 40 years under King David, 
and 40 years under King Solomon. 
This period also is the symbolic synchronization of the 
120 years from Abraham to Jacob in the Period of the 
Foundation of the Restoration Providence.

120



210



210

5 & 6. The Jewish Exile of 70 Years 
           and Returning Period of 140 Years

The 210 years, 70 plus 140, was to make indemnity 
and restore the 120 years of the United Kingdom. 
Also, this period is the symbolic synchronization 
of the 21 years which were spent by Jacob in 
Laban's house, where Jacob married Laban's two 
daughters; 7 years work plus 14 years work to 
gain two wives and all things in livestock and goods.



360



 The number 360 is a principled number and contains 
within it all the numbers of numerical significance. 

The number 360 is an expansion of the number 36, 
so they have the same meaning. 

The number 36 is 12 added together 3 times, 
and 12 is the result of multiplying 4 and 3 together.

360
Home Church

Tribal Messiaship



Therefore, the number 360 includes the numerically 
significant numbers 3, 4, 12, 36, 120, and 360. 

The Old Testament, New Testament, and Completed 
Testament are each represented by the number 12, 
so the number 36 represents the entire history. 

The number 360 includes the concept of three 
dimensions. It signifies the four directions of north, 
south, east and west, and includes the concept of 
three dimensions centring on 360 degrees. 

360



It contains the four seasons of spring, summer, fall, 
and winter, and includes the 12 months of the year. It 
even includes the 120 nations. 

Therefore, the restoration of the number 360, does 
not just represent the restoration of the world, it also 
refers to the completion of the historical course of 
restitution. 

Most importantly, it signifies finding and setting up 
the entire history and creation God lost.

360









360 000 000 Couples Febr. 1999  Seoul Korea  

* 1997 Jesus, 
Buddha, 
Confucius, 
Muhammad, 
and Socrates. 
Evil Man:
Stalin, 
Hitler, 
and one more. *





•  1960  TP Blessing, 
              Chile world biggest earthquake
•  1962 World “Cuba” Crisis 
•  1963  Pres Kennedy murdered
•  1965 1st World tour, Holy Grounds
•  1972 TF moved to USA
•  1974,76 MSG Speech
•  1981 Home Church
•   Fall of World Communism
•  2000 Start of Noontime Settlement
•  9-11
•  2003 True Parents Second Blessing
•  Cheon Il Guk

Cause-Effect
Indemnity
World Cricis



April
1960

Cause -



The 1960 Valdivia earthquake or 
Great Chilean earthquake of 22 May 
1960 is to date the most powerful 
earthquake ever recorded, rating 
9.5 on the moment magnitude scale. 

Its resulting tsunami affected 
southern Chile, Hawaii, Japan, the 
Philippines, eastern New Zealand, 
southeast Australia, and the Aleutian 
Islands in Alaska.

Cause – Effect! (Indemnity)
: TP Blessing was in April.

- Effect Indemnity



Natures
Beauty



400



400

2. Judges in the Next 400 Years

The second period is that of the judges in the next 400 years. 
Judges were raised up by God to guide and rule His people; 
this period extends from the death of Joshua until the time of 
Saul, the first King. 

Again we see the use of the number "3" in the three types of 
judges: warrior (Gideon and Samson); priestly (Eli); prophet 
(Samuel). The judges combined three missions; that of high 
priest, prophet and King (the mission of king appeared in the 
next period).



400

4. The Kingdom was Divided 400 Years

This period was to make indemnity and restore the 
400-year period of the judges and symbolizes the 
synchronization of the 40-year period spent by Jacob 
after restoration of the birthright from Esau in the 
Period of the Foundation for the Restoration 
Providence.



400

7. The Period of Preparation for the Messiah's 
Coming (400 years)

This period is to make indemnity and restore the 1600 
years from Abraham to Malachi in the Period of the 
Foundation of the Restoration Providence. Also, this 
period is the symbolic synchronization of the 40 years 
between the time Jacob left Haran and arrived in 
Egypt.



400

7. The Period of Preparation for the Messiah's 
Coming (400 years)

Since this was the period of preparation for the 
Messiah's coming, the prophet, Malachi, was sent to 
foretell the Israel people of the coming Messiah, and 
emphasize that they should fulfill, the "Ideal of the 
Temple", by eliminating Satan and receiving the 
Messiah.



666



666

Bible References: What is the meaning of 666!

“Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the 
number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his 
number [is] Six hundred threescore [and] six”. 
 (Revelation 13:18).

God created the human being on 
the 6th day. But he/she fell during the three growth 
stages (formation, growth and 
perfection), and could not fulfil her/his 
responsibility to be perfect. 



Bible References: What is the meaning of 666!

If human being had not fallen but had 
become perfect, he/she would have rested on the 
7th day, along with God. 
Each growth stage takes 7 days. 

So when the three stages of formation, growth and 
perfection are completed, the number 777 is perfected.

666



Bible References: What is the meaning of 666!

Man fell on the sixth day.  That’s why everything created 
between day one and day six, came under the rule of satan 
(6 days x 3 steps) 

That’s why the number 666  became the number of satan, 
it became  the number of the beast.

666



Bible References: What is the meaning of 666!

The central persons in restoration must restore the number 
777.

Axample Noah sent the dove out three times during 21 
days.
7 days after the first dove came backhe sent out another.
And after another 7 days the dove came back and he sent 
out the third. 

666



Bible References: What is the meaning of 666!

Jacob was also forced to go through 21 years, 3 7-year 
periods of drudgeri in Haran.

The Jews were 210 years as salves in Babylon,
and the pope was forced to move from Rome to Avignon 
during 210 years. 

Unification Church marriage of 777 couples in 1970 also 
had a historical significance.

666
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Our family transcends national boundaries. 
When I married 1,800 couples people were astounded. 
Why did I choose 1,800 couples? 

Six multiplied by three is 18. 
Six is the satanic number, and there are three stages 
of satanic number, that means the end of the satanic world.



If Jesus had married and erected his family within the 
scope of his nation, and had his disciples marry girls 
of other nations, thus setting up the foundation on the 
world-wide level, then he could have laid the foundation 
in his lifetime for world salvation. 

That would have been the method for Jesus to establish 
the Kingdom of God on Earth.

                                              /SMM 15 Mar 1975
               www.tparents.org/moon-talks/sunmyungmoon75/SM750315.htm



House-Loan 
Bubble USA

US Stock-market





“There is no death anymore, and if I were to suddenly die I would continue to 
work in the same way in the spirit world. 

After my death millions of people in the spirit world and here on earth will 
testify to my deeds, and to what I have done in history. 

This may not come in my own lifetime, but in eternity I know that my deeds 
will shine."

1920 - 2012



Theological Meaning of date, time and age of 
True Father's Passing

                                /120914 by Tongil Group Newsletter

•  The DP specifies the number 12 as significant 
   for Adam to reach perfection  

•  Each of the four positions must pass through
   the three stages of the growing period, 
   making a total of twelve

•  Each of the four positions must accomplish the 
   “three object purpose by taking three object partners” 
    which makes a total of twelve object partners  



Theological Meaning of date, time and age of 
True Father's Passing

•  Central significance for both the Principle of Creation
    and the Principle of Restoration is the number 10 
    as it represents unity with God attained by passing 
    through the nine levels of the Indirect Dominion and 
    reaching the 10th level of the Direct Dominion.

•   The number 144 derived from the Biblical reference to
    the 144,000 who comprise the "first resurrection.”

•  Christ at the Second Advent must restore through 
   indemnity in his lifetime, both spiritually and physically, 
   the long providential course since the First Coming of Christ. 
   To accomplish this, he must find a required number 
   of believers, corresponding to the number 144 
   the multiple of 12 x 12.



Theological Meaning of date, time and age of 
True Father's Passing

•  DP also explains the significance of the numbers 7 and 21
   which is important to comprehend the significance 
   of the Heavenly Calendar date of True Father’s Passing



Theological Meaning of date, time and age of 
True Father's Passing

Part II.  The Correspondence Between 
             The Providential Numbers and the Time of 
             True Father’s Passing:

•  The date of True Father’s Passing is 
    September 3, 2012 or 9/3/12.  

•  The sum of 9 plus 3 is 12.

•  the sum of the month and day (9/3), 
   12 and the year (12) when multiplied by each other 
   (12X12) yield the total of 144



Theological Meaning of date, time and age of 
True Father's Passing

Part II.  The Correspondence Between 
             The Providential Numbers and the Time of 
             True Father’s Passing:

• True Father passed on 3.7.17 
   according to the Heavenly Calendar and also fulfilled 
   the numbers 21 and 7 as well as 12.  

•  The sum of the day and month (7/17) adds to 24 or 2 X 12.  
   Multipying Cheon-gi year 3 to the month 7 yields the total 
   of 21.
    As elaborated above, the Divine Principe understands 7 
    as the number representing the perfection attained 
    when one achieves the 4 position foundation by passing 
    through the three stages of growth.  



Theological Meaning of date, time and age of 
True Father's Passing

Part II.  The Correspondence Between 
             The Providential Numbers and the Time of 
             True Father’s Passing:

•  Further, the number 21 represents the 7 year period 
   for each of the Three Stages of Growth.

•  True Father passed in the morning at 1:54.  
    The sum of those three numbers (1+5+4) is 10. 
    As was previously explained, the number 10 signifies 
   unity with God that is achieved on the basis of proceeding 
   through the 9 levels of growth of the Indirect Dominion 
   and entering the 10th level of the Direct Dominion. 



Theological Meaning of date, time and age of 
True Father's Passing

Part II.  The Correspondence Between 
             The Providential Numbers and the Time of 
             True Father’s Passing:

•  Thus when we look at the day, month, year as well 
   as hour and minute of our True Father’s Passing we 
   come to realize that they proclaim the victory of True 
   Father’s mission on the earth after having achieved 
   oneness with God, the four Position Foundation and 
   the requisite number of believers.

•  We can appreciate that 1:54am on 3.7.17 (9/3/12) was t
   he appointed time by God for True Father’s Passing so 
   that True Father may carry on his victorious earthly 
   mission in the Spirit World.   



Theological Meaning of date, time and age of 
True Father's Passing

III: The meaning of the Number of days that 
     Abonim Passed Before Foundation Day:

•  The first human ancestors had to pass through 
   a course of growth that fulfilled the number forty 
   which is the multiple of 10 and 4 
   (derived from the 10 levels including Direct Dominion 
   and the number 4 of the four position foundation)

• each central figure must restore the number forty: 
  “Each position of the four position foundation should 
   fulfill the indemnity period to restore the number forty, 
   yielding an indemnity period to restore the number 160.



Theological Meaning of date, time and age of 
True Father's Passing

III: The meaning of the Number of days that 
     Abonim Passed Before Foundation Day:

•  True Father passed 172 days before Foundation Day; 
   the number 172 is comprised of 160+12.  
   The number 12 symbolizes that True Father has achieved 
   perfection and established successfully the 4 position 
   foundation passing through the three stages of growth 
   and attained oneness with God.  

•  The 160 is the indemnity course that “fallen people 
    were to fulfill.”



Theological Meaning of date, time and age of 
True Father's Passing

III: The meaning of the Number of days that 
     Abonim Passed Before Foundation Day:

•  Conclusion:
   True Father from the Spirit World and True Mother 
   on the earth will cooperate to guide us to fulfill the 
   condition to restore the indemnity period of 160.
  
   True Father in the Spirit World and True Mother 
   will fulfill the Foundation Day Holy Wedding of 
   True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind 
   and dispense this final Re-Blessing to 
   all Blessed families on the same day!



SunMyungMoon Seung Hwa

Theological Meaning of date, time and age 
of True Father's Passing

1.54AM 3 Sept 2012
End
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From BBC reporter Cynthia Long
 focuses on the number 33

in connection to the rescue “saving” of the 33 chilean miners! 2010

Unfoldment of the new humanity, 
as we head for 2012 and beyond

      Written by BBC Administrator on September 6, 2010  

     The 33 Chilean miners trapped under thousands of   
    pounds of rock seem to be very calm and quite 
    organized even though the predicted rescue date for 
    them is Dec 2010, four months from now! 



Unfoldment of the new humanity, 
as we head for 2012 and beyond

It has been stated, roles were handed to these 33 
men, which could be a positive aspect, to keep them 
sane. 

A priest, doctor, television presenter, foreman and 
poet to name a few. 

The priest, Mario Gomez, 62, is the eldest of the 
group.He created a small chapel in a corner of the 
cave they occupy. 



Unfoldment of the new humanity, 
as we head for 2012 and beyond

The latest news in, on Sept 3rd, the Vatican sent 33 
rosaries and bibles blessed by Pope Benedict. 
Part of the men’s daily ritual, praying. 

Praying has proven to always gets one through their 
darkest hours. 

(Sept 3rd? I was curious and added 9-3-2010 and was 
amazed it added to 6!)



Unfoldment of the new humanity, 
as we head for 2012 and beyond

The dark cave is very symbolic. 
(Does this represent humanity– still in the dark?) 

33 is a mystical and ancient symbol incorporated by 33 
major religions. We will see in the coming months what 
unfolds with the 33 men, how this experience changed 
their lives, lives of others and the symbols appearing 
before them and the world.



To begin— 3 has been extremely symbolic throughout 
the Christian tradition. 33, doubly symbolic with most 
religions.

Beginning with Christianity, just to mention a few 33 
symbols. 

Jesus Christ is believed to have been 33 years old when 
He died. 

In the English version of GENESIS, GOD is mentioned 
33 times.

Saint Joseph was also 33 years old when he married with 
the Virgin Mary.



Christ in the Gospels accomplishes 33 miracles of which 24 
were cures. 
(We’ll witness more miracles unfolding in the world.)

In Uruguay, in the 18th century, the image of the Virgin 
Mary known as “Virgen de los Treinta y Tres” (Virgin of the 
Thirty-Three) was consecrated by Pope John Paul II in his 
visit to Uruguay in 1988. 

WOW! Virgin of the Thirty Three? Very significant find! 



There are 33 major religions in the world today 
according
to Mircea Eliade who wrote the book–
The Eliade Guide to World Religions. 

When looking at other religions and philosophies,
fascinating info came forward. 

Again, briefly, few examples to get one in the curiosity 
mode.



The number 33 in Kabbalistic/Hebrew, it has been stated, 
the end of suffering.(Will the new era coming end the age 
of suffering?) And entry into the mystery.

33 is the representation of “the Star of David,” but also the 
numerical equivalent of AMEN: 1+13+5+14=33. AMEN?
(I’ve researched the powerful AMEN. One can locate the 
findings on my site! Interesting, I just found this info while 
researching 33.)



Yoga Sutra 3:33 states: “Through keenly developed 
intuition, everything can be known.”
(Intuition, imperative in the coming times.)

There are 33 consonants, most associated with Sanskrit, 
Hindi, and other related languages.

Number thirty-three has been associated with Kuan-yin 
by Chinese and Japanese Buddhists.





In science…A normal human spine 
has 33 vertebrae when 
counted individually.

The temperature water boils, is 33F.

I also found it 
fascinating, 
the United 
Nations symbol 
has 33 
segments.



There’s many other references. 
This gives one a clue of the symbology 
of the powerful number 33! 

I feel, what is happening with the miners in Chile 
is vital clues for the unfoldment of the new humanity, 
as we head for 2012 and beyond.

Stay tuned in…

Cynthia Long BBC, September 6, 2010 



Facing the Tsunami: Understanding the Strength and      
     
                                  Fragility of Human Life

3-9 
2011
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Because such a condition was not fulfilled during the 3 
times 6 days that followed (with the number 6 representing 
the day of the creation of man, who should have been 
recreated during the 6000 years of God’s providence of 
restoration) in the mother nation of New Zealand and other 
central nations, a much higher indemnity condition could 
hit the country which has been standing in the mother 
position on a worldwide level for decades, Japan, on the 
11th day of the third month of 2011.

 



In line with the number 11 symbolizing new beginning 
one person wrote on BCA-I:“This should mark a new 
beginning for God's Providence here in Japan.”

 
  

My daughter showed me yesterday an analysis of the 
numbers that are relevant in connection with the tragedy 
of 9-11 and the earthquake in Japan on 3-11, whereby 
the number 11 plays a significant role. For example: New 
York City (11 letters) is the 11th state of the USA, the 
first airplane that crashed into the twin towers was flight 
number 11 with 92 (9+2=11) passengers.

 



 
The 9-11 tragedy (9+1+1=11) in America was followed 

exactly 911 days later by the “European 9-11” terror attack 
in Madrid on 11.3.2004 (1+1+3+2+4=11) where nearly 200 
people were killed and more than 2000 injured.

 
If we turn the day (3) and month (11) of this tragedy we 

arrive at 3.11., the date of the earthquake in Japan. And 
when we add the dates of 9-11 and 3-10 (date of the 
Japanese earthquake in America) according to the 
alternative way of putting the date (in Germany,…) and 
add the two numbers 11.9.01 plus 10.3.11 the result is 
21.12.12.



This historic date 12.21.12 is seen as the end of the 
world by many people, marking the same date as the 
biggest terror attack in Europe in 2004 on December 21, 
the Lockerbie tragedy where 270 people were killed.

 
I wanted to mention this because the number 11 

represents a New Beginning, what 9-11 should mean in a 
positive way as a new start to truly love and care for one 
another beyond religious boundaries.



 
In connection with 9-11 one may also quote 

the Quran, Chapter 9 Verse 11 where it says: “But (even 
so), if they repent, establish regular prayers, and practise 
regular charity,- they are your brethren in Faith: (thus) do 
We explain the Signs in detail, for those who understand. “

 
We are the ones who understand that 9-11 should have 

brought a movement of repentance not only for the Muslim 
world but also for the Christian world that should have 
practiced Jesus commandment to love one’s enemy.





Jewish Kabbalah: 3, 7, 10, 12, 22



1st Adam born                 1st of Jan
2nd Adam Jesus born      3rd of Jan
3rd Adam LSA born          6th of Jan



Quote SMM:  “Christmas is the celebration
 of the birth of Jesus Christ. 
The Unification Church usually celebrates 
the birth of Jesus on January 3

                                    /THE BIRTH OF JESUS AND 
                                     THE CONSUMMATION  OF GOD'S WILL



Other people who discovered the Holy in Numbers



Gurdjieff: 1866-1949

He discovered the laws of World Creation 
and World Maintenance as cosmic truths 
and expressed them with the help of the 
Law of the Octave, 
the Law of Three and 
the Enneagram. 

These discoveries he made are all part of 
some traditional knowledge or other. After 
all, Trinity and the Holy number Seven, are 
both found in most religions, including 
Christianity 



The enneagram (nine-diagram) consists of 
three overlapping octaves with three 
missing semitones. 9 + 3 = 12 



Swedenborg 1688-1772

The number  “7” is a holy number and 
according to Emanuel Swedenborg, 
represents a process reaching its finishing 
state or fullness 
(like the Seven Day Creation Story in 
Genesis which symbolically communicates 
the full process of spiritual growth or 
human epigenesis). 



Sunset Sweden



Phi

The Fibonacci ratio of 0.618, made famous by a 
13th-century mathematician named Leonardo Fibonacci 
of Pisa, is based on a number sequence, in which the sum 
of two adjacent numbers forms the next higher number 
(1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13 ...).



It is often referred to as the golden, or divine ratio, because 
it has been found throughout nature, such as in the breeding 
pattern of rabbits, the DNA double helix, how petals on a 
flower are arranged, proportions of the human body, 
a galaxy spiral, and so on ad infinitum.





2000







1960 Holy Blessing
Level: Church

True Parents



2003 Holy Blessing
Level: Nation

True Parents of Heaven and Earth



Level: Cosmic 2013…Eternity

True Parents of Heaven and Earth
and Humankind

Divine Spirits



2013
Cosmic Unity

True Parents of Heaven and Earth
and Humankind

Uniting All Religions



Vision 2020

 1960 True Parents first Blessing

1 generation normally ~ 20 years

3 generations minimum to perfection

3 x 20 = 60 years

1960 + 60 = year 2020 ~ Vision 2020 :-)

                                        First Year of 
                                        Blessing Perfection.   



End



References:
Various sources on Internet, see each slide
The Secret World of Numbers 2nd edition by Adri de Groot
Main Source: Divine Principle:  www.unification.net/dp96

Speeches by Sun Myung Moon: www.tparents.org/Lib-Moon-Talk.htm
Tongil Group:   www.tongilgroup.org/system_eng/bbs/board.php?bo_table=news&wr_id=115



Remember the beauty in Gods nature is there 
to inspire the Holy inside us!
Have a great Blessed week.                     /Bengt
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